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Emilio Rojas 
Inside spectacle 
Exterior private places series ( 09)   
Performance/Installation video 
documentation - Duration  
   
Emilio Rojas was born in Mexico City. He is a 
multimedia and performance artist whose 
works explore the relation between the artist 
and his audience, interacting and exchanging 
roles. The intrinsic relation with the body has 
been both his subject matter and medium. 
Exploring the mental and physical limits of his 
being, Emilio revaluates standards of beauty, 
identity, activism, gender, and sexuality. He is 
currently living in Vancouver, B.C., and 
enrolled at Emily Carr University of Art.  
 
 
 
Image credit: Patrick Blaeser.  

You are invited to look inside, not to enter. In an instant of voyeurism, driven by 
curiosity. Perhaps like Tom, you shouldn’t be peeping. Inspired by the legend of 
Lady Godiva, look inside at your own risk. Stop for a second and think who is 
watching whom. “Inside spectacle” is part of “Exterior Private Places ” a series of 
installations and performances that revise the position of the viewer as an active 
participant, and break the perceptions of private and public. The video of the 
performance is synchronized with what each eye was watching while the 
performance was happening, in order to see the action/reaction of the viewer. If you 
look close enough you might be able to see their pupils dilate.  
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Fiona McGregor (Australia) 
Dead Art & Borne 
 

Sydney writer and performance artist based in Europe 
from July 2009. Current projects include a series of 
performances about water, both live and for film. 
'Vertigo' and 'Tidal Walk' form the ocean section of this 
series. Performed in Sydney in June 2009, they will have 
their premiere showing as installation and trace video in 
Berlin in February 2010. My third novel 'Indelible Ink' will 
be published by Scribe in May 2010. My most recent 
book is 'Strange Museums', a travel memoir about 
Poland told through the lens of a 2006 performance art 
tour.  

My performance art is durational and endurance based. I use my body as site, subject, 
material and vehicle for a variety of concerns. There is a need to test myself both physically 
and psychologically; each work extends on the previous. No matter how explicit the 
engagement with issues, the work comes from a personal place of obsession, fear and 
constant inquiry. Both my writing and performance are informed by mortality and place, the 
ecosystem's cycles, flux and current rapid pace of degradation. Social histories both colonial 
and indigenous are intrinsic. 

Dead Art: On Sunday 25th November 2007 I staged an interventionist performance at the 

Museum of Contemporary Art in Sydney. 'Dead Art' was a protest about the absence of live 

performance art in the MCA, one of Australia's foremost contemporary art institutions. 
'Dead Art' was also a mourning ritual to commemorate the previous evening's deposition of 
our Great Lord and Master, John Winston Howard. Arguably Australia’s most conservative 
Prime Minister ever, he ruled for eleven years. 
  

Borne: Continuing my obsession with mortality, I performed 'Borne', a durational interactive 

work, as part of Quick and Dirty at Performance Space, Sydney, on February 22nd, 2008. 

'Borne' moves along the cycle to rebirth. The relic in the performance is a packet of seeds. 

'Borne' speaks of the place of humans in the ecosystem. It places the individual beneath 

other organic material. It's a ritualistic counter to environmental degradation and 

overconsumption. It's also an enactment of floral colonisation. 
www.myspace.com/fionakmcgregor 
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Frans van Lent (Netherlands) 
In-uit 

 
Photo: © Frans van Lent, 2009 

 
Frans lives and works in Dordrecht, the Netherlands, and lectures at the Willem de Kooning 
Academy in Rotterdam. His work is part of several public collections. 
For more information please check: www.fransvanlent.nl 
 
-"The work of Frans van Lent is characterized by simplicity of form and subject matter. The 
starting point is the artist's body and its locomotion in relationship to the physical 
surroundings and to the passing of time".  
 
The artist inhales and holds his breath as long as possible. Just before exhaling he makes a 
photographic self-portrait. He exhales and holds as long as possible. Just before inhaling he 
makes another self-portrait. The portraits are instantly projected on a screen. The 
performance went on for  
 
Original performance: Pictura Dordrecht (NL) 1983 
Remake performance: CBK Dordrecht 2007 
This video is a registration of the performance CBK Dordrecht , the Netherlands, 2007. 
 
 
www.fransvanlent.nl 
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Helge Meyer (Germany) 
Focus: Bodytime-Timebody 
 
Born in Woltwieshe, Germany in 1969. Formed the Performance Art Group System HM2T 
[with Marco Teubner] in 1998. Since 2000 Meyer is associated with the international 
association Black Market International. He performed in Europe, Asia, Canada, South 
America, and the USA.  Helge Meyer works parallel with Black Market, System HM2T and 
solo. Meyer owns a diploma in Cultural Studies [University of Hildesheim, Germany]. He 
teaches performance art workshops and theoretical classes at the University of Hildesheim 
and the High School in Ilsede, Germany. As a researcher he is interested in questions of 
pain, cooperation and the history of images. Since 2008 he owns a PhD in Art Science/Art 
History from the Academy of Fine Arts in Stuttgart, Germany. His dissertation about the 
image of pain in Performance is published as a book in 2008 [in German “Schmerz als Bild – 
Leiden und Selbstverletzung in der Performance Art”]. 
 
What is time? Do we have a personal time? Does our body give us a special time to stay in 
this life? Do we have the power to stretch time? In a new work, I try to focus on the time as 
a given frame, a definition that has nothing to do with the time of the body in a stressfull 
situation. Pain can make time into an endless dimension, joy might give the feeling that time 
is condensed and too shrot. This work includes personal, general, painful, joyful,m useless, 
unusual images of Bodytime…  
 
Bodytime-Timebody artifacts from live performance in exist in 08, Wed 22 Oct 2008 at the 
Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts, Brisbane Australia 
 
http://www.performance-art-research.de 
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Henrik Hedinge (Sweden) 
El Píramide 
 
Performance and Performer: Henrik Hedinge  
Assisting Performers and Assisting Producers: Julian 
Higuerey Nunez and Angyvir Padilla 
 
 Performance shot in a yellow room in Caracas with 
200 red dots from one of my projects in Asunción 
and 10 kilos of bananas and lots of piñata balloons.  
 
Starting from the bottom of the piramide with a 
performance with all the three people together: two 
men and a woman. One of the men dressed with 
bananas, balloons and a bra. A camcorder on a 
tripod filming everything. Before the first 
performance started, all three attached adhesive red 
dots to the walls in the way that they wanted.  
During the performance the man and woman tries to 
destroy the balloons and remove the bananas from the dressed man. 
 
During the second part, the two men were dressed up with bras and balloons and bananas. 
The woman stepped out of the performance. Now during the second performance she 
filmed it with a hand held camcorder. The two men add some more adhesive dots to the 
walls before starting to try to destroy the balloons and bananas of the other man. 
 
During the final and third performance, only one man participates. He is dressed in double 
outfits: two bras, two big balloons etc. The woman continues to film with the handheld 
camera. The other man takes photos of the performance. 
The single dressed man adds more red dots to the yellow walls. Then he starts his attempts 
to destroy all the balloons and bananas and everything else stuck onto his body.  
 
There is also material from an exercise before and after the performance in which all the 
participants participated. Each person was given 4 A4 to intervene during 1 minute. The first 
A4 a word, the second a sentence, the third a graphic figure and the fourth a photo. After 
the performance the same exercise was done with the same kind of sequence but with other 
content. PLUS: I made platano soup with some tomatoes as decoration that was eaten 
before all the work with the performances started. And when everything was complete: 
banana smoothie with some tomatoes. 

 
www.HenrikHedinge.blogspot.com 
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Ilyas Odman (Turkey)  
today nothing 
 
The main concept behind all 
these pieces is ‘movement as 
poetry’. Choreographer Ilyas 
Odman delves into contemporary 
literature, poetry and philosophy 
where he reaches the core of 
his performances. He is always on 
a search to find out a way to 
create a poetic fiction based on body. All these pieces can be seen as a result of some 
processes whose basis is acrobatics, physical theatre, contemporary dance techniques and 
experiments with daily objects. Odman and his performers try to discover the physical risk 
potential of daily objects by misusing them and redefining their function: as a result, they 
are reaching out to a ‘utopic’ area where new physical rules should be sought to move 
forward. The performer placed under this risk should focus on their decision and personality 
during Odman’s performances. The audience watches in anticipation as some risky turning 
points call for spontaneous decisions: the tension on stage is felt throughout the audience. 
 
Odman’s pieces have been performed in several places throughout Turkey and also in 
Belgium (Antwerp; Ghent; Brussels), Macedonia (Skopje), Portugal (Faro, Lisbon), 
France (Annecy ) and Italy (Bra, Turin, Bologna, Catania). He won the summer studio 
scholarship from P.A.R.T.S 2006 (Belgium), while his last piece ‘Glassmen’ was one of the 
most successful contemporary dance pieces of the 2007-2008 season in Turkey, attracting 
positive critiques from Dance Europe Magazine and Il Suggeritore. 
 
 

www.ilyas-odman.blogspot.com 
www.twitter.com/ilyasodman 
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Jacklyn Soo (Singapore)  

Fall of Human Tragedy (A 7-part 
video series) 
Theatre as an art form draws an interesting reference to the 
portrayal of drama as a whole. It is a form of musical opera 
where singers are engaged to sing and act out the tragedies 
of life; in sorrow, in sadness, in joy, as seen in many 
historical works by famous playwrights. Theatre is highly 
regarded as a high Art form as it manages to capture the 
essence of emotions in the work and by re-enacting 
emotional feeling that the audience can relate to. 
This piece of artwork is a monologue between the actor and 
the character she has taken up as a role. The script is a 
video work with the actor dressing up and behaving in a 
certain conduct to express thoughts about marriage, love, 
death, rebirth and confusion. 
 
Songs of Innocence: 
Songs of Innocence traces one woman’s struggle to negotiate between her simple outlook of 
innocence and that of growing up and accepting differences and difficulties. 
Her joy/idea of innocence is portrayed from the start of the video which grows into the 
process of growing older and accepting her realities. 
Careless Marriage: What happens when you lose control of your senses and make a hasty 
decision? A result to this video is a simple but monotonous outlook on marriage. 
Love is Deceiving Disease: Silence, Framed, Magic. Three words to define her notion of 
Love. A young protagonist faces the moment of truth when things start changing and 
circumstances proved to be ambiguous. 
On Confusion: A lip-sync MTV video specially inspired to create an illusion of confusion for 
the young actress. 
On Guilty Pleasure: Obsessively fulfilling one’s pleasure is considered a portrayal of a 
deed done wrong. The young protagonist gorges herself with sweets and sinful treats. 
Death is the Beginning: An experiment on combining performance and installation art, 
this video takes us through various simple video techniques to illustrate a cyclic attitude to 
death and rebirth. 
The Turning Point: 
Called a vacuum period, the young protagonist goes through a symbolic path that creates a 
new playground for her challenges. 
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John Boehme (Canada)  
Weaned in the Windansea of La Jolla, 
California through boarding schools and 
graduating from Army and Navy Academy.  
John G. Boehme’s early art practice included 
painting, sculpture, performance video and 
digital technology, installation and 
photography. Boehme describes recent work as 
"trans-disciplinary" often employing 
performance, video, audio and objects in a 
number pieces simultaneously, Boehme is not constrained to any particular creative mode 
and therefore utilizes integrated approaches to realize the work. John continues to have 
exhibitions, screenings and festivals across Canada, the Americas, United Kingdom, Europe 
and China. John is an adjunct faculty at University of Victoria, continuing faculty at Camosun 
and  Brentwood Colleges.  

Artist Statement: What interests me as an artist is the ongoing reformulation of a set of 
key interests. These interests are drawn from my observations of some of Western society’s 
less considered compulsions. Looking into the performance of gender, specifically 
masculinity, the valorization of labour, the pursuit of leisure, and the marshalling of amity, I 
explore language and paralanguage, that is, both the spoken and gestural aspects of human 
communication. 

 Live artwork presents a direct relationship with material, with action and process, with 
human interaction. As I understand it, physical involvement is the most embodied way in 
which to create meaning. Through durational works both the artist and the audience gain 
access to the experience uniquely available through such commitment. This is of course the 
archetypal modality of ‘performance art’, an experience that unfolds through an extended 
period of time. Nothing can replace that learning, that specific duration of being. But 
although there is no alternative to the durational aspect of performance per se, I remain 
interested in the question of representation of performance, the very clear and obvious 
problem of making the ephemeral available to a larger audience at a different time. Using 
video to “reconstruct” an event makes publication and discourse possible. Despite its 
material concerns I believe that art is rendered ultimately in the social domain. 

With regard to multi-disciplinary works, I prefer the alternative term “trans-disciplinary”, as 
it refers to integration between media, as opposed to, say, a sequential use of different 
forms. For instance, I employ performance, video, audio and objects simultaneously in a 
number of my pieces. I am not constrained to any particular mode; rather, I utilize 
integrated approaches within my practice. 

http://people.finearts.uvic.ca/~jgboehme/ 
 

 

#
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Juan delGado 

Over the past decade, I have produced an 
extensive body of work -combining 
photography, installation, film and video 
and video- relating to the subjects of 
displacement and identity.  
The theme underlying my work is trauma 
and how this is experienced through 
violence, abuse and exclusion. I seek to 
explore ability versus disability; the 
acceptable versus the unacceptable or to represent what is not ‘representable’. It is the 
experiential rather than the visual that I wish to emphasise; my intention is to involve the 
audience in an active ‘reading’ of my work, to affect a challenge in perceiving –through the 
means by which it is presented, and by what is actually seen. 
 
The subject of trauma was explored in my video performance Who are you entertaining 
to?  produced at the Vivid Media Centre, Birmingham as part of the LabCulture programme 
coordinated by PVA. This work gained an award at QueerID Festival celebrated in Idaho in 
2007. 
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Julius Mirlo (Madrid)  

Performance Taurina 

 

From a children's game to a duel between adults there is an 

abyss of for way, which happens for the theatre out of the 

theatre. The collage, the performance art, the conductor's 

duties and obligations, the photographic session, the critical 

journalism, the literature for deliveries, the production of 

situations sociodelics, the acts of protest, the participation in 

other cosmovisiones different from the western one, the sport of risk, the programs of 

communication, the university education, the workshops of experimentation, the videoart... 

they constitute the diverse operative symbols that I use in equipment or for my account for 

the transformation of my proper body, with a hedonistic and playful sense.  
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Kanako Nagai (Japan)  
Rice Culture in Hawaii 
 
I graduated from the University of 
Hawaii at Manoa BFA program on fall 
2009. 
  
Pearl City, Oahu used to be the rice 
fields at the beginning of the 20C. 
Japanese immigrated to work there. 
  
Repeating action 
Labor 
Producing that which I eat. I return to the ground 
Cycle of the life 
Past, repetition, continuity 
 
 
http://kanakonagai.blogspot.com/ 
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Katrin Wolger (Vienna, Austria)  
 
Frederick Steinmann 
coffin trial 
Foto Documentation of an Art/Inter/Action in 
Linz 09 
where Steinmann invited people to try out his 
coffin 

Frederick Steinmann, *1953 in Fribourg, Ch 
lives and works in Vienna, Austria 
www.fredericksteinmann.com 
 
*walenta & wölger  
dramatis personae 
Video 
2009, DV-PAL, 3’06 
written and directed by *walenta & wölger 
Music: Lucas Thoeni 
Motion vs Emotion 
Hommage à Daniil Kharms  

The work of *walenta&wölger is based upon their intense study of the works by Daniil 
Kharms. Astrid*Walenta and Katrin Woelger invite artists from different fields collaborate in 
videos and performances.  
www.daniilcharms.com 
 
Katrin Wölger  
Ana Fagri Saves the World 
Video documentation of an Art/Inter/Action in Linz 09 
where Katrin Wölger and the Finnish actress Meri Pakarinen were interviewing people on the 
streets about their reasons to live and why they would not commit suicide. 
2009, DV-PAL, 4’54 

Katrin Wölger!, born in Admont, Austria, in 1967, lives and works in Vienna, Austria. 
!Performance and video artist: theater (until 1997), experimental theater (Teatro Abraxa, 
Rome, J. Grotowski, Pontedera, etc.), solo performances (since 1995), videos, installations, 
actionist work. !Wölger is working with “alter egos”, one to four years for each series/topic. 
 
www.katrinwoelger.blogspot.com 
!
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 Khin Khin Su 
(Burma/Myanmar) 

We have to be very careful 
these days because / 2008 
/ Vienna / Austria 

5000 poster project sponsored by Thyssen-
Bornemisza Art Contemporary www.tba21.org 

 

Khin Khin Su, the one and only Transexual 
performance artist currently based in South 
Africa. 

She is self study in art, architecture and 
sexual exploration. 

Khin Khin Su has exhibited world wide. Her 
past artistic projects include street performance, poster campaign, theatre productions of 
famous playwrights without paying for copyright, and vandalism. 

She has exhibited in Paris, Berlin and Vienna. 

Khin Khin Su is currently represented by Thyssen-Bornemisza Art Contemporary in Vienna. 

 

About Caught/Lost in Between 

Saying a lot about this video work would be a lie to artist herself and to the 
public. 

The only instruction for exhibiting this work is to make public feel oppressed by 
the image and action screened as life-size image. 

Instead of saying what I don’t believe as an aritst, I’d rather shoot my head and 
die with dignity. 
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Libertad Restrepo (Colombia) 

The Body of Desire 
 

Turn around language erotic beginning and end of human 
existence, "the woman is presented as the body of the trade 
handled by the desire and need for pleasure within the public 
sphere. Addressing subtly erotic language that constantly 
bombards us short of total nudity or to an exaltation of 
physical beauty, much less to speak or criticize advertising 
campaigns. This is an action where the skin surface is 
oversized as the body perceives and externalized erotic 
sensations. The land is visited by the touches, smells, pleasure and sense of life, culminating 
in the rapture: the small fragment where time and encouragement as they stop death, the 
symbol of desire. 
A permanent performance playing with the senses, symbols and signs of eroticism and 
sexuality that remain bound to the collective consciousness as a communication code that 
associates certain signs to memory and that goes beyond the reality of the character, 
things, sounds, colors, etc.., outside its representation and its own image. 

Therefore the viewer complements the act with their erotic experience and sexual 
implications that start right at the time of gestation of ideas and the flight of fantasy that 
reacts to external stimuli unconsciously identified as a matter of being erotic cultural taboos 
(since nothing is as striking as the sex in their most primitive forms). Thereby demonstrating 
the means they catch, lead and influence (although we do not change) to feel, think and 
desire an object through sex. 
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Mannet Villariba 
(Philippines) 
Sustain  
 
Mannet explores his medium with an 
enthusiasm for electronics as it relates to 
the realm of sound and visuals. After a 
fine arts education, corporate 
environment, and with a self-confessed anti-synth ideology in his garage-band days, 
Mannet’s exposure on new media led to an advantageous and favorable understanding of 
these unforeseen forces underlying electronic sound with its mystical, ambient and chaotic 
appeal, eventually shifting his ideals, which in turn rejuvenates his expression in visual art as 
well. Interactive visual interpretations of these forces are increasingly the main focus of his 
work.  
 
He actively participates in various performance art events locally as well as several festivals 
abroad, such as the Tupada Xing, Wunderspaze, Singapore 2006 / Nippon International 
Performance Art Festival, Japan, Summer 2007 / Asean Contemporary Art Exchange, 
Yangon Myanmar, January 2009 / Changwon Art Festival, South Korea, April 2009 / 
Gwangju International Performance Art Festival, South Korea, May 2009. 
 
As an active core member of Tupada Action and Media Art since 2006, Mannet regularly 
contributes and organizes local and international visual performance event in the Philippines. 
 
Sustain explores the fact that every human being on earth deserves the right to be free. 
However, it seems that everywhere he goes a cloud of chain forever shades his path due to 
what modern society dictates him to be. And the question of how one sustains an air of 
freedom may look like a pseudo-freedom after-all? 
Freedom, or the idea of being free, is a broad concept that has been given numerous 
interpretations by philosophers and schools of thought. The protection of interpersonal 
freedom can be the object of a social and political investigation, while the metaphysical 
foundation of inner freedom is a philosophical and psychological question. 
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Marta Moreno Munoz 
(Spain)  
 
Marta Moreno Muñoz (b.1978, Spain) is 
a performance and video artist with a 
background in experimental theatre and 
other time-based arts.  
Graduating in 2002 with a Master of 
Fine Arts, her work has focused 
predominantly on feminine subjectivity, dissolution of the ego and the notion of pre-oedipal 
nostalgia in response to a patriarchal and undesirable reality. She is at present in a 
transitional stage, shifting towards the conceptualization of larger-scale projects exploring 
the complex interchange between performance art and cinematic language. 
Currently based in Indonesia, she has lived and produced works in Spain, Uk, Turkey, India 
and The Netherlands as well as screened and exhibited as far and wide as China, Thailand, 
Australia, Portugal, Austria, France, Italy, Greece, Germany, Romania, Bulgaria, Cuba, 
Mexico and Syria. 
 
news  www.theunifiedfield.net/blog 

portfolio:     www.theunifiedfield 
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Mary Babcock (Hawaii) 
Amer gourmet 
Dirty laundry 
undertow underTOE 
  
My work explores “mending” as a metaphor for 
personal and cultural change, and is a response 
to a need to understand, critique and speak 
about my culture. It is rooted in a desire to bridge two prevailing paradigms for art-making:  
art as beauty and art social criticism. While my work takes disparate forms, its unity lies in 
its focus on process and materiality, and in examining the metaphorical significance of 
working with very specific materials (eg. hair, water, salvaged nets) in selective ways 
(stitching, weaving, gathering).  Although I work across conceptual and media boundaries, 
the grounding point for my work is in the metaphors derived from fiber processes (eg. 
stitching, mending, binding, weaving, piecing). I am particularly interested in “making” as a 
form of contemplative action and as a tool for illuminating implicit knowledge of our own 
humanity and compassion.  
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Melanie 
Perrier &  
Julie Laporte 
(France)  

Following 
 
MELANIE PERRIER: Coming initially from the visual arts Melanie Perrier develop 
since ten years to participative performances including audience or people for 
migrate for a few years towards choreography of gesture. Another way of being 
there and of seeing around.  The gestures were implemented, chatterers, purified 
for a dance being posed like a new vector of actuation likely to question the 
contexts, the bodies, public space, the relations, and the images which can remain. 
 
JULIE LAPORTE: Julie Laporte was trained in Montpellier, France and in Brussels , Belgium 
at the international school for contemporary dance, PARTS. She has since then performed 
with several choreographers and stage directors in France , Belgium and Germany . 
In collaboration with other artists (dance, video, installation), she is developing her own 
research around site-specific work, questioning the body’s relationship to place, in particular 
the urban environment. 
Currently studying shiatsu and exploring somatic practices, she is working on a documentary 
around breathing. 
  
FOLLOWING, is the first part of their artistic collaboration. Their work  is about a 
« bodies Chorography  & a Hole Choregraphy », crossing a consciousness of 
landscape and a specific relation of movement and gesture. 
 
Let’s leave the here towards the there and embark on the action of crossing a landscape. 
Two itineraries for (de)perdition invented by listening to the other’s footsteps. Forget the 
gaze, to better perceive what you’re crossing. 
Fasten onto rapprochements, explore frontality with the other, invent itineraries the better 
to read where you are. So with each woman’s rhythms relating to the other’s, we will 
propose a moving reading of the space, composed of periods of slowing down and others of 
speeding up. After the performance, these images set into motion unveil the edges, the 
inbetweens of a landscape punctured by those who cross it. Or how can images still speak 
to us about the fact of seeing? 
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Melody Woodnutt (Australia) 
 
A descendent of pirates, Melody Woodnutt has 
inherently travelled.  Primarily self-taught she thieved 
her studies while flirting with art schools in Memphis, 
Washington D.C, Dublin, Cairns and Melbourne (2000 - 
2006).  Landing in Brisbane Melody first took up 
residency at Metro Arts Substation Studios, hooked up 
with YAMP (Young Artist Mentorship Program) and fell in 
love with the Brisbane avant-garde underground. 
 
Melody works as a hybrid-artist within interdisciplinary 
arts, conceptual installation and visual arts.  Themes of 
intimacy, space, dislocation and connection run rampant 
in her brain.  A strong focus on creating new spaces in 
the everyday to discover art is also leading her to an artist residency in Iceland (April 2010) 
to create body immersive pod installations.  Previous work has converted The Judith Wright 
Centre Shopfront into an interactive spinning, speaking, pulsing environment.  Current and 
future works are being installed into public spaces, alleyways, landscapes and industrial 
sites.  Melody enjoys long walks along the beach, abstract thoughts, counting colour 
patterns in streetscapes and your imagination's co-operation.  Will work for plane 
tickets. Http://web.me.com/vote.bohemia 
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Miguel Angel Melgares  

(Spain)  

Bata 
 I define myself as a person developing 

himself in a historical context, namely 

modernity and at the same time as an artist trying to create a formal discourse related to 

the paradigms of the postmodern. 

 

 The hermeneutic structures in my work can be used to shield the sometimes too personal 

points of departure, and at the same time create a more universal language. On top of this 

it can add humour, humour as the unique way of supporting a sometimes unsupportable 

road.  For example, the mythic Rojo, rama, laberinto, (+bata), deals with overcoming 

sickness, struggle and transformation on one level and with power structures and social 

disease on another.  

 

 Armed with a magnificent tailed robe, the interpreter of the action (+robe) gets ready to 

give an end to the fragile installation, composed by around two thousand unstable and 

flexible wicker straws. Using unconsciously the power of its tail, moves in between the red 

forest destroying the whole structure. 
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Myriam Laplante (Italy)  

Fanta Morgana [2008] 

LUPUS IN FABULA [2005] 

Fountain [2002-2008] 
Myriam Laplante is a Canadian artist living in Italy who 
started  performing while she was a student at Ottawa 
University in the early  seventies. After concentrating on 
painting, installations and  photography and started 
performing again in 1991, while continuing her  "gallery" 
work. 
 
Her early performances were essentially self-portraits. By embodying  circus side-show 
attractions (bearded lady, dancing monkey), a crying  ghost or a mutant mermaid, she 
addresses alienation and the difficulty  to communicate,  the refusal to adapt to society and  
the cynicism of  the dominant sects. She re-stages the internal tension between desire  and 
memory, power and submission. 
 
Her more recent installation and performance works are cynical replies  triggered by the 
absurdities of contemporary society and power-dealing  politics on every level. She has been 
a member of Black Market  International since 2001.Her work is in the public collections of 
the Galleria Nazionale  d‚ÄôArte Moderna (Rome) and the Museo di Arte Contemporanea 
(Rome), the  Mus√©e du Qu√©bec (Qu√©bec) and the National Museum of Photography  
(Ottawa). 
 
 
FOUNTAIN 2002-2008 
I am a goddess-fountain with 40 small scale clay men, women and children at my feet. I 
lovingly water them for a few minutes and then destroy them all with my feet. 
 
 
www.myriamlaplante.net 
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Nicola Morton (Australia) 
#
Currently on offer by Nicola Rocks 
- personal field recording tour guide for Brisbane 
- 'in-home' dog cloning 
- stories and songs about spiders 
- workshops on spying. 
 
'there's more where that came from' 
 
http://stupidartblog.blogspot.com/ 
http://www.myspace.com/abbaabba666 
http://www.myspace.com/wwwolfpack1000 
 

 
Academic Presentation: Spyders and Critical Thinking 

 

Life, love and art needs to be rescued. We need to think about the way we are creating things for the 
future. Art can still inspire social change. Spyders and Critical Thinking is an Academic Performance 
which produces creative thinking; ownership and responsibility of the musical landscape (in past, 
present and future); and the love of the wild. 

 

The world is turning away from boring linear progress, sustainability is non-linear. Spyders is about 
non linear thinking skills. It presents interactive multi dimensional mind maps, radial and interwoven, 
weaving thoughts like a spider. Crazy and inventive, Spyders goes on a journey through time and 
space to find Ariadne's thread in the audience to rescue life, love and art.  

 

Rescuing life, love and art is Spyders activist purpose. It bestows this reponsibility to the audience by 
presenting the musical landscape in an epoch. Our musical landscape is in the time and environment 
around us, it belongs to us, not the pressures of a mass market. By creating improvised musical 
mythical structures, participants will see that they have the responsibility to sustain great musical 
actions in the landscape. Spyders fights the boundaries of linear time with mythic structures, spirits in 
space and time travel.  

 

Any rescue attempt is fraught with danger. People still fear spiders. Through a genuine, enthusiastic 
love and fun presentation, students are encouraged to learn to love fears and mis-takes, to 
experiment and create in the wildest ways they think possible in order to help community progress 
and be sustainable in the future. We are all in this ecosystem together. 

 

What is music and art doing? Love change. Love love. Radical experimentation for a radical future. 
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Peter Baren  
(Lives in Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands)  
FLEET OF ARKS (UNDER 
The Arches Of Societies)  

 
 Frascati theatre/De Appel, Amsterdam. November 
2009.Produced by De Appel, Amsterdam.  

Image credit: Cassander Eeftinck-Schattenkerk. 

During “Currency 2004, an International Festival of Contemporary Performance” in New 
York,  Peter BAREN started an ongoing series of performances entitled ARK ( ), that has 
continued to evolve and change shape over time.  A multi-sensory work, the ARK 
performances include fog, saran-wrapped performers, circling satellites, orphaned 
whisperings, molasses, written and spoken texts, boomerangs and more. Baren's practice 
uses the public assumptions of performance – the promise of drama, duration and 
theatricality – to evoke a disquieting sense of primordial mystery, public yearning, fear and 
cultural reformation. Blending props common to show-business (fog machines, aural 
moodscapes and nearly nude performers) with cross-cultural signifiers (Aboriginal 
boomerangs, Palestinian scarves, Japanese toys), Baren's work creates a site of what 
photographer and art critic Kristoff Steinruck dubbed ‘radical mystical fundamentalism’. 
(Lance Blomgren) 

 
(Selected) ARK performances were carried out during LIVE 2005 Biennial. Vancouver (Helen 
Pitt Gallery)- BLURRR.  The 5th Biennial of Performance art. CCA/The Center for 
Contemporary Art and into the city, Tel Aviv (2005)- Close Encounters. trace: Cardiff (2005)- 
Castle Of Imagination. Cracow, Torun, Slupsk, Poland (2005)- The National Review of Live 
Art/New Territories. Tramway, Glasgow (2007)- Incantation in the sense of stillness.  
Bewaerschole, Burgh-Haamstede (2007) also with Aaron Williamson and Toine Horvers- 
ASIATOPIA 10. Bangkok Arts and Culture Centre, Bangkok (2008)-INTERAKCJE 11. Piotrkow 
Trybunalski and Bielsko Biala (2009)- 3. Préavis de Dèsordre Urbain. Marseille (2009)- 10th 
OPENART festival. 798 Art Zone, Beijing (2009) The manifold (after) lives of performance. 
Frascati theatre/De Appel,  Amsterdam (2009) and in 2010 a.o. INFR’ACTION ’10. Sète- 12. 
International festival of performance art NAVINKI, Minsk- MEME and Moebius, Boston (MA) 
US (2010)-  
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Websites of interest – not a comprehensive list 

 

AGORA8     www.agora8.org 

Artaction.pl    www.artaction.pl 

ARTCONCEPT Festival    http://artconcept.narod.ru 

Artsadmin    www.artsadmin.co.uk 

Art Service Association   www.asa.de 

BBeyond    www.bbeyondperformance.org 

Black Market International  www.asa.de/projects/index.htm 

Fado Performance Inc   www.performanceart.ca  

Fetter Field    www.geocities.com/fetterfield2007/index.htm 

HOI: Future of Imagination  www.foi.sg 

IAPAO: international association of www.iapao.net 
performance art organizations 

IPAH     http://www.i-pa.org 

Live Art Incubator   www.punctum.com 

Live Art Development Agency  www.thisisliveart.co.uk 

Live Art UK    www.liveartuk.org 

New Moves International  www.newmoves.co.uk 

New Work Network   www.newworknetwork.org.uk 

PANDA: Performing Arts Network  www.panda-arts.org.uk 
and Development Agency 

PERFORMA    http://performa-arts.org 

Performance Kunst   www.performancekunst.no/en 

PERFORMANCELOGÍA   www.performancelogia.com 

Performerstammtisch   http://performerstammtisch.de 

SPART ACTION    www.spartaction.com 

Tulca     www.tulca.ie 

Unbound | Live Art and    www.thisisunbound.co.uk 
Performance Publishing 

Undisclosed territory performance www.lemahputih.com/ndisclosedterritory.html 
art event 


